The effect of rate stress on the auditory brainstem response in autism: a preliminary report.
Efforts to correlate peripheral neurophysiologic function with perceptional deficits seen in autistic disorder (AD) have resulted in mixed findings, reflecting the high degree of heterogeneity observed in these individuals. We used the auditory brainstem response to study the effect of stress (high click presentation rate) on the auditory system in 20 children with AD (7-13 years) and 20 age-matched typically developing (TD) children. We report latency prolongations in children with AD vs. TD at waves I, III, and V that differed by ear of presentation: overall, left ear showed significant prolongations by group while right ear did not. The 'stressed' condition produced prolongations for both groups at each wave. At wave V, children with AD showed significant prolongations vs. TD, particularly for the right ear. For children with AD, wave V latency prolongations corresponded to language outcome as measured by VIQ, with longer prolongations associating with lower VIQ. Preliminary results provide evidence for reduced synaptic efficiency in auditory pathways in children with AD, which may form the neural bases for sensory reactivity and language impairment.